Silver behenate, a possible low-angle diffraction standard, was characterized using the powder diffraction technique. Diffraction patterns obtained with 1.54 A synchrotron and Cu K~ radiations showed thirteen regularly spaced (00/) peaks in the range 1.5-20.0°20. With the National Institute of Standards and Technology's standard reference material silicon as an internal standard, the long spacing of silver behenate was accurately determined from the profile-fitted synchrotron diffraction peaks, with doo 1 = 58.380 (3) A. This result was in agreement with that obtained from the Cu K~ pattern. The profile widths of the silver behenate peaks were found to be consistently larger than those of the silicon peaks, indicating significant line broadening for silver behenate. The average crystallite size along the long-spacing direction of silver behenate was estimated using the Scherrer equation, giving Davg = 900 (50),~. Because silver behenate has a large number of well defined diffraction peaks distributed evenly in the 1.5-20.0°20 range, it is suitable for use as an angle-calibration standard for low-angle diffraction. However, care must be taken if silver behenate is to be used as a peak-profile calibration standard because of line broadening.
Introduction
In recent years, it has been necessary to analyze polycrystalline materials with large unit-cell dimen-0021-8898/93/020180-05506.00 sions and synthetic modulated multilayers with large layer periodicities. X-ray powder diffraction is an indispensable method for the structural characterization of these materials. Since the diffraction patterns of these materials often have strong peaks at low 20 angles, down to a few degrees or less, proper alignment/calibration of the instrumentation is essential for a successful diffraction analysis. The importance of using a low-angle standard was studied previously by Wong-Ng & Hubbard (1987) and it was concluded that a standard should have at least one peak below the lowest-20 peak of the sample so that an adequate calibration in the low-angle region is ensured. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has produced and issued several standard reference materials (SRMs) for powder diffraction measurements, one of which, SRM 675 (fluorophlogopite, KMg3Si3AIOloF2) , is intended for use as a low-angle (large d spacing) calibration standard. SRM 675, however, has only two peaks below 20 °, at 8.85 and 17.75 °, with d spacings of 9.981 and 4.9905 A, respectively (Hubbard, 1983a; Dragoo, 1986) . Because of the recent interest in the characterization of materials with very large d spacings/periodicities, it is necessary to develop a new low-angle diffraction standard which has well defined diffraction peaks down to very small 20 angles of a few degrees and less.
A powder diffraction pattern for silver behenate [CH3(CHz)2oCOOAg] was first reported by Matthews, Warren & Michell (1950) . However, the data (~i~ 1993 International Union of Crystallography were collected with a powder camera having a d-spacing cutoff of 24 A for Cr K0t radiation. The use of silver behenate as a possible low-angle standard was introduced by one of the authors (Blanton, 1991) , who showed that silver behenate has a set of regularly spaced Cu K~ diffraction peaks at low 20 angles down to 1.5 °. A repeat axis length of about 58.7 A (without an internal standard) was determined using a conventional powder diffractometer. Because it has well defined low-angle diffraction peaks covering the entire low-20 range, silver behenate is being considered by NIST as a candidate for a large-d-spacing powder diffraction SRM (Cline, 1991) .
This paper reports the X-ray diffraction results of analyzing silver behenate using both synchrotron and conventional Cu K0~ X-rays. The use of silver behenate as a possible low-angle calibration standard is also discussed.
Experimental
Silver behenate powders were supplied by the Eastman Kodak Company. A scanning-electron-microscope (SEM) examination of the powders revealed small platelike crystals with surface dimensions of about 0.2-2.0 ~tm and thicknesses of approximately 1000 A and less (see Fig. 1 ). SRM silicon powders (640a for synchrotron and 640b for Cu K~ measurements) were used as internal standards (Hubbard, 1983b) . The two powders of silver behenate and silicon were thoroughly mixed (1:1 weight ratio) before being loaded onto sample holders. The white plate-like silver behenate powders became oriented very easily with the application of just a little pressure to the top of the sample.
Powder diffraction patterns of the silver behenate and silicon mixture were obtained using both 1.54 synchrotron radiation at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory and conventional Cu K~ radiation at the Ceramics Research Laboratory of the Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan. A highintensity vertical-scan diffractometer with a set of very long parallel horizontal slits with a 0.05 ° aperture in the diffracted beam was used to collect the synchrotron diffraction data ) and a high-resolution vertical-scan diffractometer with a 1 ° divergent slit and a 250 mm goniometer radius was used to collect Cu K~ X-ray diffraction data (Toraya & Parrish, 1992) . Both diffractometers used multiple parallel slits with a 2 ° aperture to limit possible axial divergence.
The profile shapes of individual synchrotron and Cu K~ X-ray diffraction peaks of silver behenate were analyzed using the PROFIT program (Toraya, 1986 ).
The precision (or reproducibility) for the peak-position determination obtained by PROFIT was reported to be in the range 0.0001-0.0003°20 (Toraya & Parrish, 1992) . The 20 positions obtained by PROFIT were used for the least-squares refinement of the d spacings of silver behenate. Systematic errors were corrected using silicon internal standards with asi = 5.43076 A for SRM 640a (Parrish, Hart, Huang & Bellotto, 1987) and 5.43081 A for SRM 640b. lit should be noted that the value of asi for SRM 640b used in this study is lower than that reported by NIST by a factor of 1.540562/1.5405981. This is because the Cu K~ 1 wavelength of 1.540562 A, obtained by Bearden (1967) , adopted by the International Union of Crystallography and included in International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1974) , was used in this study, while the value of 1.5405981 A was used in the NIST calculation.] The displacements in 20 caused by systematic errors were corrected by a polynomial of tan 0 as follows:
where Co, C~, C2 and C 3 are constants determined by the least-squares refinement of 20 peak positions obtained by profile fitting (Toraya & Kitamura, 1990 ). The Bragg law shows 2 = 2dsi sin 0Si = 2dsB sin 0sa,
where SB denotes silver behenate. Since the d spacings of the silicon internal standard are fixed from the accurately known value of asi, (2) can be used to determine the d spacings of silver behenate. An assumption about or a measurement of X-ray wavelength is not required for the analysis (Parrish, Hart, Huang & Bellotto, 1987) . This method is especially useful for the analysis of synchrotron diffraction data where the exact value of the wavelength is not known in advance. It has been shown previously that lattice parameters for powder materials can be measured to a few parts in 106 using synchrotron radiation (Hart, Cernik, Parrish & Toraya, 1990; Huang, Parrish, Masciocchi & Wang, 1990 ) and conventional Cu K~ radiation (Toraya & Parrish, 1992) . The widths of the fitted profiles were used to examine line broadening and to estimate the average crystallite size of silver behenate.
Results and discussion
The low-angle section of the 1.54/i synchrotron diffraction pattern of silver behenate is plotted in Fig.  2 . There are 13 well defined (00l) peaks of silver behenate at 20 _< 20 ~. The silver behenate peaks began to appear at 1.5 ~, continued at regular intervals of ---1.5 ~' and ended at 19.T. All peaks except the (0,0,13) peak at 19.7 ~ were free of overlaps. The first five peaks with 20 below 8 :; were very intense and the (001) had the strongest intensity. The mixture of silver behenate and silicon has 18 well defined peaks covering the front diffraction region from 1.5 to 76.4~20.
Profile analysis
It is well known that high-resolution synchrotron diffraction peaks normally have single symmetric profiles (Huang, Hart, Parrish & Masciocchi, 1987) . A careful inspection of the peak shapes, however, revealed that the profiles for silver behenate peaks at low 20 angles are slightly asymmetric with relatively long tails at the low-angle sides. Profile asymmetry is quite apparent in the (001) and (002) peaks, which can be attributed to severe axial divergence at low 20 (< 3.0°). The synchrotron diffraction profiles were analyzed by fitting with different pseudo-Voigt O01 )
Ix 12~ where HWHM is the half-width at half-maximum), but with a higher Lorentzian content on the low-angle side of the peak (Toraya & Parrish, 1992 ). Fig. 3 shows comparisons between the experimental and the fitted profiles of the silver behenate (001), (007) and (0,0,13) synchrotron diffraction peaks. The split pseudo-Voigt function was also used successfully in profile fitting the synchrotron peaks of silicon. The peak positions (20exp) , full widths at halfmaxima (FWHMs) and Lorentzian contents at the low-and the high-angle sides (rh. and I'/,) obtained by the PROFIT program are listed in Table 1 . Values of 20 are given to four decimal places because of the high precision of the PROFIT analysis. Values of ~/L were about twice as large as those of qn for the (001) and the (002) peaks because of the asymmetric profiles with relatively long tails on the low-angle sides. The largest value of r/L was obtained for the (0,0,13) peak probably because of severe overlap with two other non-(00/) peaks at lower angles (see Fig. 3 ).
During the analysis of the Cu Kct X-ray diffraction peaks, it was found that the (001) peak was strongly interfered with by the incident beam when using a 1 ~ divergence slit. The (001) peak obtained with a small divergent slit of (1/6) ° was thus used in the profile-fitting analysis. The results are listed in Table  2 . It should be noted that the 20 values obtained by the PROFIT program are the positions for the Cu K~ peak (Toraya & Parrish, 1992) . The 20 positions for the diffraction peaks listed in Table 2 are consistently larger than those of the synchrotron peaks listed in Table 1 . This result indicates that the wavelength used in the synchrotron experiment was significantly shorter than that of Cu K71. The exceptionally small value of the FWHM (full width at half-maximum), 0.082 °, for the (0,0,12) peak was probably caused by a poor peak-to-background ratio. Similarly to the synchrotron analysis, the results for the (0,0,13) peak were less reliable because of peak overlaps.
Lattice spacings
The (00/) peak positions of silver behenate obtained by profile fitting were used to determine the values ofdoo~, the 'long spacings' (Vand, Aitken & Campbell, 1949; Abrahamsson & von Sydow, 1954) . The results of the least-squares refinement of 20~p for 11 (00/) synchrotron peaks, omitting those of the asymmetric (001) and the overlapped (0,0,13) peaks, are listed in Table 3 . The agreement between the peak positions corrected for systematic errors (20co~ = 20~xp + ASE, where ASE is the total of the systematic errors obtained (27) A by the refinement) and the peak positions calculated from the refined d spacings (20cal) is excellent. The average and maximum absolute values of A20 (20¢or --20ca~) were 0.00051 and 0.0013 ~' , respectively. The value of dool was determined to be 58.380 (3)A (the value in parentheses is the e.s.d., a). A least-squares refinement using all 13 silver behenate (00/) peaks including the asymmetric (001) and the overlapped (0,0,13) was also conducted and virtually the same value of dool was obtained. The wavelength of the synchrotron radiation, determined from the peak positions of the silicon internal standard, was 1.539200,~, which is significantly smaller than the 1.540562 ,~, of the Cu K~ radiation.
A least-squares refinement using the same 1 1 silver behenate (00/) peaks obtained with Cu K~ radiation was also conducted and the results are listed in Table 4 . The agreement between the values of 20cot and 20c, i is good (Id20lavg = 0.00573 and A2Om. ~ = 0.0089°). It should be noted that the values of A20 are an order of magnitude larger than those of the synchrotron results (see Table 3 ), probably because of the Cu Ku~ 2 doublets. The value ofdoo I refined from the Cu K~I peaks was 58.373 (27)A. The difference between the values of doo~ obtained from the synchrotron and Cu K~ radiations is 0.007 A, which is well within the standard deviation (o" = 0.027 A) obtained from the Cu K0¢ results.
Since the results obtained from the synchrotron data had excellent precision, with IA201avg = 0.00051 ° and o'=0.003A, the value of doo~ =58.380(3)A is recommended for silver behenate.
Line broaden&g
An examination of the values of FWHMs for silver behenate and silicon listed in Tables 1 and 2 revealed significant broadening of the silver behenate (001) profiles. The instrumental broadening at low angles was extrapolated from the FWHMs of the silicon peaks. After correcting for instrumental broadening, the line broadening for silver behenate calculated from the (007) peak at 10.6°20 was found to be 0.067 and 0.060 ° for the synchrotron and Cu K~ samples, respectively. It is well known that profile broadening is inversely proportional to the crystallite size measurement perpendicular to the surface of a sample. Using the Scherrer equation (Langford & Wilson, 1978) , the crystallite size calculated from the broadening of the (007) peaks was estimated to be 850 and 950 A for the synchrotron and Cu K~ samples, respectively. The average crystallite size, Oavg, was 900 (5) A. The results are in good agreement with the thicknesses of the plate-like silver behenate crystals observed from the SEM micrograph shown in Fig. 1 .
Concluding remarks
It has been shown that silver behenate has a set of well defined and regularly spaced (001) diffraction peaks distributed evenly in the low-angle region. The value of doo I determined from synchrotron diffraction data was 58.380 (3)A. This material is suitable for use as an external and an internal low-angle calibration standard for the diffraction analysis of polycrystalline materials with big unit-cell dimensions and modulated multilayers with large layer periodicities. The use of silver behenate as a calibration standard greatly extends the coverage of the NIST SRMs down to very low 20 angles. Care must be taken, however, if silver behenate is to be used as a diffraction-profile calibration standard, because of line broadening arising from small crystallite sizes along the long-spacing direction.
